INTRODUCTION
The organization was joined under the name of Weng Zheng Resources Berhad and it was WZ Satu Berhad is a investment holding company occupied with the arrangement of management services to its auxiliaries. The Company's sectors incorporate civil engineering and construction, oil and gas, mining, manufacturing, trading, investment and others.
Securing and carrying out construction contracts are matters that is been engaged by the civil engineering and construction segment.
Its oil and gas fragment is occupied with the matter of manufacture and assembly, and testing works, commerce and after service of products for oil and gas industries. Besides that, for its mining segment would be engaged in all related mining operations and activities. While for steel production will be taken by manufacturing segment of the company, thus, trading activities of steel are liable to its trading segments. Its investment segment is engaged in investment holding. The others sections comprises of mineral resources business and power generation business.
Looking towards the company financial matters, for the budgetary year finished 31 August 2016, the Group created RM465.9 million in turnover as contrasted and RM351.4 million for the former monetary year.
The escalation in turnover is basically contributed by the increment in commitment from WZS KenKeong Sdn Bhd (WZS KenKeong), the civil engineering and construction auxiliary of RM257.6 million as contrasted and its former year's turnover of just RM155.0 million. The oil and gas backup, Misi Setia Oil and Gas Sdn Bhd (Misi) contributed a turnover of RM113.9 million and the adjust turnover was contributed by the assembling and different businesses.
The Group's sales did exclude any commitment from the mining division as the consequences of the related organizations were just equity accounted.
The major inputs to the Group's primary concern were bauxite mining and civil engineering and development with a commitment of RM9.7 million and RM8.7 million, separately. While the oil and gas division contributed RM3.3 million, the manufacturing and other businesses on the whole pivoted and posted net benefits of RM1.6 million when contrasted with lost RM6.1 million in the previous year. The Group's order book remains at RM931.8 million as at 31 August 2016.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Additionally research had been done by (Waemustafa, W., 2016) Besides that, collecting from other analysis been made by Rouf, Dr, and Md Abdur (2011) the relationship between four corporate governance mechanisms (board size, board independent director, chief executive officer duality and board audit committee) and value of the firm (performance) measures (return on assets, ROA and return on equity, ROE) had been 
DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS

Net Profit after Tax
Figure 3.1
Based on the bar graph in figure 3.1 which represented the net profit after tax of the company, it shows the company's performance basically. This bar graph consists of five year net profit after tax of the company from 2012 until 2016. In the first of five year chosen which is 2012, net income of the company was RM88,932 but declined in the following year to become loss of RM28,677. In 2014, net income had been improve and increase to be profit of RM51,595. It is probably of expanding number of board directors from seven to thirteen.
Even from 2013, Shariah Supervisory Committee was formed.
However, for the last two years, net profit after tax of the company had ascend multiple times compared to previous years. In 2015, WZ Satu received a total of RM3,646,632 due to certain factors while for 2016, it escalate to become RM5,187,000 by recording the highest net income they attained in these five years. In 2015, BOD had formed Investment Committee to assist and help for better investment made to improve company performance. Maintaining the trend of increasing total assets, in final year (2016) the total assets becoming RM239,00,000. Based on corporate governance perspective, continuation of this trend may result from the forming of investment committee in that particular year. 
Figure3.5
Based on the figure 3.5, current ratio of the company does not have any certain trends.
Current ratio is used to measure the liquidity of the company by inferring the extent of current assets accessible to cover current liabilities. In the first year (2012), current ratio been calculated is 7.26 but then decrease to 2.19. However, for the next two year which is 2013
and 2014, its current ratio increased to 10.41 and 36.50 respectively. It might relate to the expanding number of board of directors, thus, frequency of meeting being held in a year. Yet, for the year of 2016, current ratio dropped to 10.55. Whereas in 2015 the number of inventory turnover ratio had increase significantly to 9.51 which is almost three times than the previous year. In the final year (2016), the ratio extends to become 12.74. In these last two year results may happened due to certain factors relating to corporate governance which is changes in number of meeting of BOD or forming others committee that influence the decision or operation of the company.
DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATION
Based on the literature review have been made with descriptive analysis and statistical data obtained, discussion can be carry out to relate data received and made recommendation upon the company performance for five years. give a meaning of every year income been generate is not so far from average amount, thus, it show lower risk and positive impact for the company because it is not volatile that is suitable with risk and profitability of the company that does not want volatility.
In addition, looking towards inventory turnover ratio for the company, in 5 years it obtained an average of 5.78 turnovers which is company's efficiency in turning its inventory into sales.
Its purpose is to measure the liquidity of the inventory. relationship between ROA and current ratio can be state as every 1.00 increase in ROA will affect the current ratio to increase by 0.608 while for the last internal factor that have relationship with ROA is inventory turnover ratio which is +0.983. This might due to WZ Satu still able to generate profit even though GDP is decreasing and can be related to its export activities that played major role in this context and not affected by local market situation.
Inflation also is one of independent variables that have positive linear correlation with ROA.
From the data obtained, it shows that even inflation increased by 0.553, ROA also will increase by 1.00. For unemployment rate and exchange rate, both of it have strong correlation linear with ROA which are 0.989 and 0.958 respectively. All in all, from external factors correlation linear figure received, WZ Satu practically is not really affected by local market yet more to trading.
Recommendation
In my perspective, one of the most suitable recommendations in order to improve the company performance or retain it high standard is better practice corporate governance to improve profitability
The exposure of operation called as operational exposure which created losses coming from the general population, forms, system failure and from outside circumstances Li, L. and Moosa, I. (2015) . Looking towards Panasonic as a production company segments, the people deterioration may be the brought on wastefulness with expanding working costs since the wrongdoings of a person lead this wastefulness. Along these lines, the operation ought to be controlled and coordinated in legitimate way with the corporate administration.
CG itself alludes to the instrument, procedures and relations by which partnerships are controlled and coordinated. For the 2014 onwards, this company ought to focus to the corporate governance since there are changing in the CG index that brought positive impact on the company's performance. Thus, the high profitability implies that the company might get adequate income to give reasonable return to investor since the organization are receiving well income as it can be seen on the significant relationship of operation to profitability with the highest impact.
To explain the issue of individuals failure in this organization particularly on top administration, the contribution of directorate with the impetus character "more proactive"
BOD is required with playing the main part in constituting and changing the mission, targets, methodology and approaches to diminish any disappointment of top administration technique which prompts inefficiency and incapability operation.
CONCLUSION
All in all, unmistakably three types of risk that been estimate and applied for the study of WZ Satu Berhad which is liquidity, operational and market risk is confronted to every businesses particularly in the study of the manufacturing firm. Based on the review been made on liquidity ratio, it shows that from 2013 onwards, WZ Satu Berhad could manage its liquidity risk effectively and efficiently that shown the promising increase in ratio but eventually it dropped on 2016 due to certain factors. Besides, solvency risk been estimated to be on a good track by lower its risk that give a meaning this company less dependent on borrowing for its operations. Inventory turnover ratio which increase also show the efficiency of the company improve from year to year. Furthermore, for the company to keep maintain good retain profit from 2014 onwards, investment activities have to take place and plan as well as possible to have higher ratio in ROA. Along these lines, this organization ought to concern more to the corporate governance to decrease any inefficiency that diminishing the capacity of the company in creating more profit.
Moreover, to adequate with the market changes thus to cope with globalization happened, corporate governance structure need to be look upon as it might help to improve the company performance comprehensively.
